ORGANS-ON-CHIPS (MICRO-TISSUES)
Microengineered organs-on-chips and organ arrays are engineered microsystems representing
units of human organs recapitulating both their structure and physiology. The chips represent
cutting edge technology fusing techniques borrowed from modern tissue engineering (Bio) and
computer industry (MEMS) to create miniature models of living organ tissues on optically clear
microchips (BioMEMS). Ranging in size from a quarter to a house key, the chips are lined by
living cells and contain features designed to replicate the complex biological functions of specific
organs.
At Shriners Hospitals for Children ― Boston, our research group is one of the pioneers in the
field, developing various organs-on-chips, including models of the liver, skin, brain and kidney.
Our team recently developed a complex micro-liver model with primary human cells and also
chartered new territory in materials science by creating an ultrathin-collagen coating to be used
in such models. In our more recent work, our researchers are also showing how and why
microenvironments are more suitable to develop organ models through their studies on cell-cell
and organ-organ interactions along with their pioneering work on recapitulation of liver zonation
in their micro-liver models. With our skin and brain models we are also pursuing questions in the
unknown territories of in-vitro models where we tackle immune reactions (allergies) in skin and
injuries such as traumatic brain injury.
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